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ABSTRACT: The ability to quantify the processes driving geomorphic change in river valley margins is vital to geomorphologists
seeking to understand the relative role of transport mechanisms (e.g. fluvial, aeolian, and hillslope processes) in landscape dynamics.
High-resolution, repeat topographic data are becoming readily available to geomorphologists. By contrasting digital elevation
models derived from repeat surveys, the transport processes driving topographic changes can be inferred, a method termed
‘mechanistic segregation.’ Unfortunately, mechanistic segregation largely relies on subjective and time consuming manual
classification, which has implications both for its reproducibility and the practical scale of its application. Here we present a novel
computational workflow for the mechanistic segregation of geomorphic transport processes in geospatial datasets. We apply the
workflow to seven sites along the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon, where geomorphic transport is driven by a diverse suite
of mechanisms. The workflow performs well when compared to field observations, with an overall predictive accuracy of 84%
across 113 validation points. The approach most accurately predicts changes due to fluvial processes (100% accuracy) and aeolian
processes (96%), with reduced accuracy in predictions of alluvial and colluvial processes (64% and 73%, respectively). Our
workflow is designed to be applicable to a diversity of river systems and will likely provide a rapid and objective understanding
of the processes driving geomorphic change at the reach and network scales. We anticipate that such an understanding will allow
insight into the response of geomorphic transport processes to external forcings, such as shifts in climate, land use, or river regulation,
with implications for process-based river management and restoration. Copyright © 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

High-resolution repeat topographic survey data have become
ubiquitous in the earth sciences (Passalacqua et al., 2015).
The advent of rapid survey techniques such as LiDAR
(light detection and ranging; Collins et al., 2016) and
structure-from-motion photogrammetry (Westoby et al., 2012;
Javernick et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2015) have occurred
concomitantly with reductions in the cost and complexity of
collecting survey data (see for example, Eitel et al., 2013). As
a result, geomorphologists are able to readily characterize
landscape change by contrasting repeat topographic surveys,
a process termed Geomorphic Change Detection (GCD;
Wheaton et al., 2013). In fact, the ease of topographic data
collection, coupled with reductions in the cost of collecting
those data, have resulted in data analysis (and not collection)
emerging as a bottleneck in our understanding of geomorphic
dynamics. Church (2010) argued that ‘for the first time,
geomorphologists confront problems of analysis in the face of
arguably too many data, (p.271).’

GCD provides information about the extent, magnitude, and
form of landscape changes occurring during an inter-survey
period, providing vital insight to geomorphologists seeking to
understand, for example, the overall sediment budget of an
area (Grams et al., 2015), or the spatial distribution of changes
through time (Collins et al., 2016). At the same time,
the analysis of repeat topographic data alone does not attribute
changes to specific geomorphic transport processes; that is,
the reasons why topographic change occurred are not
necessarily revealed. This process attribution, known
as ‘mechanistic segregation’ (cf. Wheaton et al., 2013) is
typically completed via user-defined attribution of change
areas (e.g. Collins et al., 2016), a process that is both time
consuming and subjective.

The signatures of geomorphic change underlying river and
floodplain morphodynamics have received particular
attention over the last several decades, progressing from
observational studies to quantitative geomorphic mapping
and spatial analysis (Leopold and Wolman, 1957; Baker,
1977; Ashmore, 1991; Wheaton et al., 2010a; Buraas et al.,
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2014). In river valleys, the erosion, transport, and deposition
of sediment occurs through several transport mechanisms,
including fluvial (by rivers), aeolian (by wind), and hillslope
(by gravity and/or excess rainfall and runoff) processes. The
relative contribution of each transport pathway to the total
valley-scale sediment flux varies between river systems
(Trimble, 1983; Belmont et al., 2011; Kasprak et al., 2013),
and may shift in response to altered water or sediment
regimes driven by changes in climate or land use (Draut,
2012; Sankey and Draut, 2014). GCD and mechanistic
segregation of transport processes in digital elevation models
(DEMs) and associated DEMs-of-Difference (DoDs) provide a
means to quantify the relative contribution of transport
processes and their variability in space and time (Wheaton
et al., 2013; Collins et al., 2016).
Here we present a novel rapid workflow for the automated

mechanistic segregation of geomorphic processes from repeat
topographic survey data. We apply this workflow to seven
sites where a diverse suite of sediment transport processes
interact along the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon,
Arizona, USA using original software available as a
Python script (see https://dx.doi.org/10.5066/F73776X6) to
automatically infer geomorphic processes driving change
observed between topographic surveys over the 11-year period
from 2002 to 2013. We subsequently validate these
process interpretations through independent observations of
geomorphic change made in the field. We anticipate that
geomorphologists will use, evaluate, and improve this
methodology and software in other river valleys worldwide.

Study Area

This study focuses on seven discrete sites spanning 320 km
of the Colorado River downstream from Glen Canyon
Dam, herein referred to as Grand Canyon though
technically inclusive of both Marble and Grand Canyons
(Figure 1A). These sites have been studied over the past
~10 years as part of the Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive
Management Program, which seeks to document the effects
of river regulation on the physical and biological
components of Grand Canyon, and thus these sites have a
rich history and availability of topographic and land cover
data. In Grand Canyon and many other canyon-bound river
valleys of the world, floods deposit sediment (primarily
sand; Topping et al., 2000) in sandbars in the lee of
tributary debris fans (Schmidt, 1990; Schmidt and Rubin,
1995). A portion of this flood sediment is returned to the
main channel by fluvial bar erosion, sheetwash, and
gullying (Sankey and Draut, 2014; Collins et al., 2016;
East et al., 2016). Aeolian reworking of bars also transfers
fine sediment to upland dunes and hillslopes (Figure 1B;
Draut, 2012; East et al., 2016), defined here as surfaces
within the valley bottom that are above the stage of
regularly-occurring floods (approximately 1270m3/s; Grams
et al., 2015). Export of sand from upland sites occurs via
aeolian transport, sheetwash, and gullying (Sankey and
Draut, 2014; Collins et al., 2016).

Although fine sediment is vital to recreation, ecologic health,
and preservation of cultural resources along the Colorado River

Figure 1. (A) Hillshaded digital elevation model of study area, Colorado River in the Grand Canyon, USA. Seven field validation sites used to assess
predictive accuracy of geomorphic processes shown in purple. (B) Mechanisms of sediment connectivity at a coupled sandbar/upland site in the
Grand Canyon; river flow direction is from left to right. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(Schmidt et al., 2001), it is also scarce. The closure of
Glen Canyon Dam in 1963 (Figure 1) reduced fine sediment
supply to the Grand Canyon by more than 90% (Topping
et al., 2000) compared to pre-dam levels. Owing to the loss
of sediment supply, river managers are today faced with the
challenge of quantifying the relative role of individual sediment
transport processes in driving geomorphic change along a
remote, extensive, and iconic river (Grams et al., 2013). We
note that the challenge of quantifying the relative contribution
of varying sediment transport mechanisms is not unique to
geomorphologists in the Grand Canyon, but rather represents
a knowledge gap faced by scientists in river valleys worldwide
(Belnap et al., 2011).

Methods

The automated mechanistic segregation routine described
here first leverages topographic data in the form of repeat
digital surface models (DSMs) at 1m resolution to produce a
morphometrically-derived prediction of the mechanisms of
geomorphic change at a particular site. This method is then
complemented by a second set of mechanistic segregation
predictions, derived from DoDs computed using the DSMs.
These two approaches can be used independently of
one another, or can be combined to yield a single set
of predictions. Finally, we conduct field-based interpretation
of the mechanisms of change at each site to validate our
workflow’s predictive accuracy.

DSM and DoD generation

The repeat topographic datasets used here are DSMs derived
using automated photogrammetry from photographs captured
via aerial overflights during May 2002, 2009, and 2013. During
overflights, discharge from Glen Canyon dam was held
steady at 226m3/s, and all subsequent analyses presented
here apply to stages above this constant discharge. DSMs
were generated at 1m resolution from 0.2m native resolution
multiband aerial photographs using the Pixel Factory software
suite, and are unique from traditional DEMs in that DSMs
are not processed to remove vegetation. An analysis of
inter-survey accuracy conducted at the locations of 187
groundtruthing panels that were deployed during the 2002

overflight revealed that the three DSM datasets had an
inter-survey accuracy of 0.23m in areas which were
relatively flat (slope < 8°) and smooth (roughness < 2,
calculated over a 3 × 3-cell moving window). To compute
geomorphic change during the inter-survey period, we used
the GCD 6 software (http://gcd.joewheaton.org; see Wheaton
et al., 2010b). We further assessed elevation uncertainty in
the DSMs by comparing field-surveyed control point
elevations with corresponding elevations derived from the
DSM datasets and found that uncertainty was spatially
variable and significantly influenced by both surface slope
and roughness, and thus employed a fuzzy inference system
(FIS; see Supporting Information) to estimate DSM
uncertainty on a pixel-by-pixel basis (Bangen et al., 2016).

Two DoDs were produced from the DSM datasets by
differencing the 2013 and 2009 DSMs and 2009 and 2002
DSMs, respectively. On a pixel-by-pixel basis, DSM
uncertainty, a function of surface slope and roughness as
described earlier, was propagated as the sum of squares in
quadrature (sensu Lane et al., 2003), and subsequently
compared to the magnitude of change in each pixel via a t-test
to estimate the confidence (as a percent) that computed
changes were real and not an artifact of DSM uncertainty (see
Kasprak et al., 2015). Areas where geomorphic change
exceeded the 95% confidence threshold were retained in the
final DoD.

Mechanistic segregation

Two distinct methods were used for geomorphic process
attribution: (a) a landscape-based approach (LBA) for
mechanistic segregation of DSMs, and (b) a DoD-based
approach (DBA) for mechanistic segregation of DoDs produced
from repeat topographic datasets.

Landscape-based approach (LBA)
The LBA was used to classify an area of interest (AOI) into one
or more of four mechanisms of geomorphic change (Figures 2
and 3) using landscape morphometry derived from repeat
topographic datasets. These mechanisms are termed alluvial
(water-driven changes resulting from hillslope processes
outside of the mainstem river channel; primarily sheetwash,
rilling and gully erosion driven by excess rainfall runoff), fluvial
(changes driven by the mainstem river channel), aeolian, and

Figure 2. Generalized workflow for the landscape-based approach (LBA) used to perform mechanistic segregation of geomorphic processes at field
validation sites. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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colluvial (gravity-driven changes expressed as mass failure).
Together, these four mechanisms of change are herein referred
to as ‘geomorphic transport processes.’ Where landscape
characteristics did not result in an area being classified into
one of these four mechanisms, those areas were classified as
not determined. Finally, we used vegetation maps derived via
semi-automated classification of aerial imagery acquired
concurrently with, and registered to, the DSMs (Sankey et al.,
2015). Mapped vegetated areas were classified as such in the
corresponding DSM data. This classification resulted in a total
of six possible outcomes: alluvial, colluvial, aeolian, fluvial,
not determined, or vegetated.
Where predicted, the relative role of each geomorphic

transport process (fluvial, alluvial, aeolian, colluvial) was
classified as either primary (i.e. the predicted process was
interpreted to be the dominant driver of geomorphic change
at that location), or as an overprint process (i.e. the predicted
process may occur at a given location, but was likely of
secondary geomorphic influence as compared to another
process). Overprint processes were included here given the
large temporal gaps between the DSM data collection dates
(i.e. seven and four years, respectively), and it is likely that

geomorphic changes at a particular location may result from
a combination of transport processes; thus, the inclusion of
overprinting processes allowed us to take a more inclusive
approach to predicting the mechanism(s) of change for a given
area. Where multiple geomorphic transport processes
were initially predicted with primary or overprint status for a
single location, a simple ruleset was used to resolve conflicts
and determine a single primary and overprint process (see
Figure 2 and section entitled ‘Transport mechanism conflict
resolution’).

To produce a mechanistic segregation, six input datasets are
required for the LBA (Figure 2). These include (a) two repeat
raster topographic datasets, (b) a polygon vector mask
representing the AOI for classification, here drawn to include
the historic topographic survey extent at each of the study sites,
while excluding any large tributary channels and their canyons,
(c) a polygon vector dataset denoting vegetation coverage in
the AOI (described earlier), (d) a polygon vector dataset
depicting bare sediment in the AOI, and (e) vector polygons
denoting the wetted and dry areas for a flood stage of interest.
The inundation vectors were obtained from the step-backwater
flow model produced by Magirl et al. (2008), and were used in

Figure 3. Landscape-based approach (LBA) and DoD-based approach (DBA) analysis for Site 1 in the Grand Canyon from 2002 to 2009. Top left
panel shows 0.2m resolution aerial photograph collected in 2009, top right panel shows primary mechanisms predicted using LBA, bottom left panel
shows overprint mechanisms predicted by LBA, and bottom right panel shows mechanisms predicted by DBA. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the LBA to estimate areas prone to fluvial changes. Here we
used the extent of regularly-occurring postdam floods in the
Grand Canyon, 1270m3/s (Grams et al., 2015).
From the input datasets, the LBA entails the generation of

three intermediary spatial datasets: a flow accumulation model,
a slope model, and a curvature model (Greenlee, 1987; Jenson
and Domingue, 1988; Tarboton et al., 1991) which were used
in combination with the input datasets to derive a mechanistic
segregation for the entire AOI. Flow accumulation was
calculated from both input DSMs using the ArcHydro toolbox
within ArcMap 10.3. Flow accumulation values were classified
into five bins based on empirical relationships between
calculated flow accumulation values and measured drainage
widths. These five groups were then converted to vector
flowlines. The curvature model was calculated from both input
DSMs, again using the curvature tool in ArcMap 10.3 which
computes both slope-parallel (e.g. profile) and slope-normal
(e.g. planform) curvature using a 3 × 3-cell moving window
and combines these two datasets to yield an output curvature
raster. The output of the curvature was smoothed using focal
statistics with a 3m×3m moving window to calculate the
mean curvature across the raster domain, which was then
binned into three groups: concave (curvature < �2.5), convex
(small negative and positive values from�2.5 to 5), and sharply
convex (curvature > 5). Slope was computed from both input
DSMs using the slope tool in the Spatial Analyst Toolbox in
ArcMap 10.3. The output was binned into two groups, termed
‘steep’ and ‘shallow’, with the threshold between these set at
35°, the average frictional angle for sandy, unconsolidated
substrate (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1998).

LBA mechanistic segregation and process interaction
The input data and intermediary products described earlier
were used to segregate the entire AOI into discrete regions
based on the primary mechanism of geomorphic change
predicted there. Following this initial mechanistic segregation,
the likelihood for secondary, or ‘overprint’ geomorphic
transport mechanisms to occur across the AOI was also
assessed. These steps are described in detail in the sections that
follow and shown in Figure 2.

Alluvial mechanism. To classify areas where geomorphic
change driven by alluvial transport was likely, flow lines
derived from both input DEMs were compared to assess their
spatial coherence, or overlap (Figure 2). Where flow lines were
within one raster cell’s distance of each other, they were
designated as ‘common flow lines’. Where flow lines were
separated by more than one raster cell’s distance (e.g. 1m),
they were designated as ‘unique flow lines’. We estimated the
channel width associated with each flowline group using
field-based observations of the relationship between flow
accumulation area and the width of small drainages collected
during Grand Canyon river trips. Using this relationship, we
computed buffers for each flow line. These buffers were
intersected in ArcMap 10.3 and coded into three groups
(Figure 2): ‘code Y’ denoted the intersection of common flow
line buffers, ‘code P’ denoted the intersection of unique flow
line buffers or common flow line buffers without intersection,
and ‘code N’ denoted unique flow line buffers without
intersection. The grouped flow line buffers were then
intersected with the concave curvature raster described earlier
and subdivided into three additional groups (Figure 2): ‘alluvial
primary’ denoted code Y and code P flow line buffers with a
concave curvature, ‘alluvial overprint’ denoted code Y or P
with a convex curvature or code N with a concave curvature,
and ‘not determined primary/overprint’ denoted code N with
a convex curvature.

Colluvial mechanism. To classify areas prone to geomorphic
change driven by colluvial processes, the steep slope
classification (i.e. slopes exceeding 35°; see earlier) created from
both DEMs were merged into a single layer, and all areas of this
layer were classified as ‘colluvial primary’. A buffer of one raster
cell value around the group was added and classified as ‘colluvial
overprint’ to account for material sourced from these areas of
steep slope that may have been deposited on adjacent surfaces.

Aeolian mechanism. To classify areas susceptible to aeolian
change, all areas of non-vegetated sand were intersected with
the convex curvature layer calculated using both input DEMs
and classified into two groups. Areas of bare sand with convex
curvature were classified as ‘aeolian primary’, and areas of bare
sand that did not have a convex curvature were classified as
‘aeolian overprint’.

Fluvial mechanism. To classify areas prone to fluvial
geomorphic change, the AOI was split into two regions based
on elevation relative to the stage of the regularly-occurring
controlled flood discharge of 1270m3/s, presumed to be the
upper limit of fluvial transport occurring in Grand Canyon. All
areas below this stage were classified as ‘fluvial primary’, and all
areas above this stagewere classified as ‘not determined primary’.

Transport mechanism conflict resolution. The LBA completes
mechanistic segregation separately for each geomorphic
transport process described earlier in three stages: (1)
intersection of the alluvial, colluvial and aeolian mechanistic
segregation products, (2) intersection of the product of stage
one with the fluvial mechanism prediction, and (3) intersection
of the product of stage two with a layer depicting the areal
extent of vegetation within the AOI. As a result, the initial
output may predict multiple processes for the same area (e.g.
multiple primary or overprint processes). These intersections
can result in three outcomes for any given area within the
AOI: (1) a single primary and/or a single overprint mechanism
is coded, (2) more than one primary mechanism is coded,
and (3) more than one overprint mechanism is coded. To
resolve conflicts in mechanistic segregation occurring in cases
(2) and (3), a simple ruleset was developed to resolve conflicts
and produce a maximum of one primary and overprint
mechanism prediction for each pixel of the AOI, presented in
Table I, which clarifies the final primary and overprint
mechanisms retained when conflicts arose during
classification. For any areas of the AOI not classified into one
of five mechanisms (alluvial, colluvial, aeolian, fluvial,
vegetation), the primary and overprint mechanisms were
classified as ‘not determined’. At the completion of this step,
all areas within the AOI were assigned both a primary and
overprint mechanism or classified as ‘not determined’.

DoD-based approach (DBA)
The second method for geomorphic process attribution, the
DBA, classified changes observed in a DoD into one of the four
aforementioned transport processes (fluvial, alluvial, colluvial,
and aeolian). The method is outlined in Figure 4 and Table II
and example results are shown in Figure 3. The DBA required
three inputs: (a) a raster DoD derived from repeat topographic
data, (b) vectors denoting the wetted and dry areas for a flood
stage of interest, which were identical to those described
previously in the section entitled “Landscape-based approach”,
and (c) the azimuth angle of the adjacent reach of the mainstem
river channel. For the DBA, we used the 1m resolution DoD
described earlier, inundation extent polygons (e.g. vectors)
described earlier, and river channel azimuth angles mapped
in 2013 aerial photography for the seven sites analyzed here.

GEOMORPHIC PROCESS FROM TOPOGRAPHIC FORM
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Table I. Geomorphic attribution rule set for mechanism interaction processing stages

Mechanism 1 Mechanism 2 Mechanism retained Additional change

Scenario 1: single mechanism
Colluvial NA/not determined Colluvial NA
Aeolian NA/not determined Aeolian NA

Alluvial: all codes NA/not Determined Alluvial NA
Scenario 2: multiple primary mechanisms

Colluvial Alluvial: all codes Colluvial Overprint coded alluvial
Colluvial Aeolian Colluvial Overprint coded aeolian
Aeolian Alluvial: code Y Alluvial Overprint coded aeolian
Aeolian Alluvial: code P Aeolian Overprint coded alluvial
Aeolian Alluvial: code N Aeolian Overprint coded alluvial
Fluvial Colluvial Fluvial Overprint coded colluvial
Fluvial Alluvial: all codes Fluvial Overprint coded alluvial
Fluvial Aeolian Fluvial Overprint coded aeolian

NA/not determined NA/not determined Not determined Overprint coded not determined
Vegetation Fluvial Vegetation Overprint coded not determined
Vegetation Colluvial Vegetation Overprint coded not determined
Vegetation Alluvial: all codes Vegetation Overprint coded not determined
Vegetation Aeolian Vegetation Overprint coded not determined

Scenario 3: multiple overprint mechanisms
Colluvial Alluvial: all codes Alluvial NA
Colluvial Aeolian Aeolian NA
Aeolian Alluvial: code Y Alluvial NA
Aeolian Alluvial: code P Aeolian NA
Aeolian Alluvial: code N Aeolian NA

Note: Scenario 1 represents geomorphic intersections with a single primary and/or overprint mechanism. Scenario 2 represents geomorphic
intersections with two or more primary mechanisms. Scenario 3 represents geomorphic intersections with two or more overprint mechanisms. NA/not
determined represents no data or a mechanism of not determined.

Figure 4. Generalized workflow for the DoD-based approach (DBA) used to perform mechanistic segregation of geomorphic processes at field
validation sites. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table II. Geomorphic attribution rule set applied to apparent change based on four factors

Area Elevation Orientation Elongation Mechanism

< Raster cell value NA NA NA Insignificant
> Raster cell value Above flood elevation Parallel to shore line > 1.1 Colluvial
> Raster cell value Above flood elevation Parallel to shore line < 1.1 Aeolian
> Raster cell value Above flood elevation Perpendicular to shore line > 1.1 Alluvial
> Raster cell value Above flood elevation Perpendicular to shore line < 1.1 Aeolian
> Raster cell value Below flood elevation Parallel to shore line > 1.1 Fluvial
> Raster cell value Below flood elevation Parallel to shore line < 1.1 Aeolian
> Raster cell value Below flood elevation Perpendicular to shore line > 1.1 Alluvial
> Raster cell value Below flood elevation Perpendicular to shore line < 1.1 Aeolian

Note: For this project, flood elevation represents the maximum controlled flow stage of 1270m3/s. An empirical threshold of 1.1 was used to separate
elongate and round (i.e. non-elongate) polygons. NA, data not available.
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The input DoD dataset was transformed to a binary vector
dataset where all areas of change were classified as either
positive (i.e. deposition) or negative (i.e. erosion). The area for
each polygon within this vector dataset was then calculated. All
polygons with area less than the original raster cell resolution
were designated as insignificant change and discarded. For the
remaining polygons, three morphometric characteristics were
calculated to infer a predicted mechanism of change: (1) polygon
elevation relative to flood stage of interest, (2) polygon orientation
and (3) polygon elongation factor. The elevation was determined
by the percent of polygon area above and below a given flood
stage, here set at the stage corresponding to the maximum
regularly-occurring flood discharge of 1270m3/s. Those
polygons with more than 50% area above this elevation were
classified as ‘above,’ and polygons with more than 50% area at
or below the typical flood elevation are classified as ‘below’.
The orientation factor required two intermediate

calculations: (a) minimum enclosing rectangles, using the
Minimum Bounding Geometry tool in ArcMap, which was
used here to compute the smallest rectangle that would
enclose, or bound, any given polygon of elevation change in
the DoD and (b) polygon orientations calculated from those
rectangles using the Calculate Polygon Main Angle tool in
ArcMap, which calculates the angle of the longest group of line
segments forming a given polygon. An orientation classification
of ‘parallel’ was assigned to polygons with orientation less than
±45° of the azimuth angle of the Colorado River shore line
adjacent to each study site, whereas a classification of
‘perpendicular’ was made for polygons with orientation greater
than ±45° with respect to the shoreline azimuth angle.
The elongation factor (FE) was calculated using the area and

perimeter of the minimum enclosing rectangle as follows:

FE ¼ P
4

� �2

A�1 (1)

where P is the perimeter and A is the area of the polygon
of interest.
These three characteristics were used to estimate a predicted

geomorphic transport mechanism based on four assumptions
derived from field and remote sensing observations of the study
area and other river systems undergoing similar geomorphic
transport processes:

• Alluvial change tends to be elongated and oriented either
parallel to the dominant slope or perpendicular to the
orientation of the mainstem river channel

• Aeolian change tends to occur in round patches (i.e. not
elongated in any particular direction) with no preferential
orientation relative to the river channel

• Fluvial change tends to occur within the typical flood stage
and is elongated parallel to channel flow

• Colluvial change tends to occur perpendicular to dominant
slope and parallel to the lowest dominant landform (i.e. the
Colorado River). In essence, colluvial processes tend to
remove material from steeply-sloping, river-oblique valley
walls and deposit this material parallel to the river channel.

Field-based validation

We assessed the accuracy of automated mechanistic
segregation by comparing predicted mechanisms to field
observations at discrete locations (i.e. points) within the seven
analysis sites in May of 2016. At each site (Figure 1), we
selected between 13 and 23 validation points using 0.2m

resolution aerial imagery collected in 2013 (the most recent
high-resolution image set available for Grand Canyon), for a total
of 113 comparison points. The points were pre-selected for
their accessibility in the field (e.g. located in areas where we
anticipated the point could be safely visited on foot during field
visits). Although the dates of imagery andDSMdatasets preceded
our field visits by several years, previous field campaigns had
visited these sites for related studies and as such we were
confident that no large-scale geomorphic reworking of the areas
(e.g. flash floods or major slope failures) had occurred there in
the time between 2013 image collection and our visits in the
spring of 2016. We visited each pre-selected validation point in
May of 2016. Given the limited reliability of global positioning
system (GPS) at the bottom of Grand Canyon, we navigated to
each point using its marked location on 0.2m resolution
photographs, and we were generally able to navigate confidently
to within ~1m of any given validation point.

To assess the accuracy of mechanistic segregation, we
developed process indicators for each transport mechanism
(East et al., 2016; Table III). At each validation point, the
likelihood of a given transport process being responsible for
change was assessed as a function of these indicators and
assigned into one of three categories: likely meant that the
process was either observed in the field or geomorphic indicators
provided evidence that it had or would soon occur; plausible
meant that the morphometry of the site was such that the process
could conceivably occur there, even if there was no evidence of
it recently having occurred; finally, unlikely meant that the
morphometry of the site was not conducive to the predicted
process occurring there, nor was there evidence of the process
having occurred. For any points classified as not determined
(see earlier) that were located within 0.5m of an area classified
as one of the four geomorphic transport processes, the point
was instead assessed for that process given (a) limits on our ability
to navigate to any point with an accuracy <1m, and (b) the fact
that we were better able to observe the occurrence of transport
processes than a lack thereof in the field.

Results

At the 113 validation points for the two periods 2002–2009 and
2009–2013, the LBA produced 452 individual predictions of
geomorphic processes (226 primary, 226 overprint). For
brevity, here we report mainly on the 226 primary mechanism
predictions made using the LBA. The DBA returned 50
individual predictions, markedly less than the number of
predictions from the LBA; this is because relatively few
validation points exhibited geomorphic change in the resultant
DoDs, and as such DBA predictions were not made for all
validation points. This is in contrast to the LBA, which makes
predictions of the transport mechanism that would occur at a
given location, regardless of whether appreciable geomorphic
change actually occurred there during the inter-survey period.
Across the LBA validation points, predicted geomorphic
transport processes generally agreed with field-observed
mechanisms of change: 88% of LBA-generated predictions
were classified as either likely or plausible in the field
(Figure 5). The DBA also produced generally accurate
predictions: 72% of its predictions were classified as likely or
plausible during field visits (Figure 5).

Prediction accuracy varied by the mechanism being
examined. For validation points where fluvial processes were
predicted by either the LBA or DBA, 100% of field observations
indicated evidence of fluvial processes (for indicators, see
Table III). In the case of aeolian predictions, field observations
were in agreement with predictions 96% of the time. Colluvial
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Figure 5. Assessment of landscape-based approach (LBA) and DoD-based approach (DBA) classification accuracy for time periods 2002–2009 and
2009–2013. (A) Shows predictive accuracy of LBA and DBA methods by mechanism assessed, (B) depicts individual classification accuracy of LBA
and DBA methods, and (C) shows confusion matrix of all validation points for LBA and DBA methods. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table III. Indicators of geomorphic transport processes used to assess landscape-based approach (LBA) and DoD-based approach (DBA) predictions
at validation points in Grand Canyon

Mechanism ‘Likely’ indicators: ‘Plausible’ indicators:

Aeolian transport
Wind-driven transport
at any stage

• Observed aeolian erosion/deposition
• Wind ripples
• Sand shadows
• Dunes or dune blow-out morphology
• Aeolian sediment lining gullies
• Eroded or buried vegetation outside of topographic
depressions

• Areas of bare sand above the stage of contemporary
maximum floods (1270m3/s shoreline in the
Grand Canyon)

• Burial of biological soil crust

Alluvial transport
Water-driven transport
above 1270m3/s stage

• Observed alluvial transport • Presence of arroyos, gullies, or rills
• Eroded/buried vegetation in gullies • Topographic flowpaths without active channels
• Fresh sediment deposits in arroyos, gullies or rills
• Evidence of instability within arroyos, gullies, or
rills (e.g. bank undercutting/slumping, knick points,
or abrupt changes in channel characteristics)

• Sediment containing material coarser than sand
(i.e. not the result of aeolian transport)

Fluvial transport
Water-driven transport
below 1270m3/s
stage

• Observed fluvial erosion or deposition
• Deposits with flood stratigraphy
• Bench formation on beaches
• Deposition of wood or other debris
• Swash marks on beach

• Areas of bare sand below the stage of contemporary
maximum floods (1270m3/s shoreline in
Grand Canyon)

• Areas known to have undergone change during floods
from aerial photographs

Colluvial transport
Gravity-driven transport
at any stage

• Observed mass wasting • Surfaces at or near angle of repose
• Slump blocks below slope
• Sediment at/near angle of repose
• Burial of plants near base of slope
• Exposure of roots along slope
• Surface cracking on slope
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and alluvial predictions were confirmed by field observations
in 73% and 64% of instances, respectively (Figure 5). The
factors leading to classification error varied depending on the
classification approach being used. In the case of the LBA,
the most frequent instances of classification error were found
when geomorphic change was predicted at a validation point,
but that point was observed to be stable in the field, with no
indication of recent sediment transport (six instances out
of 226 total LBA mechanism predictions). For the DBA,
mis-classification could most often be attributed to instances
of alluvial predictions which were instead found to be the
result of aeolian processes when field-checked (four instances
out of nine total DBA alluvial predictions); these were all
aeolian interdune areas elongated perpendicular to the
mainstem river flow.
The degree to which the LBA and DBA agree may provide an

estimate of confidence in their predictions. In the 29 instances
that the LBA’s primary mechanism agreed with the DBA
primary mechanism, field observations confirmed this
prediction as correct 97% of the time. When the LBA’s primary
mechanism and the DBA’s predicted mechanism disagreed (21
instances), the LBA primary mechanism agreed with field
observations more often (91% of instances likely or plausible)
than did the DBA prediction (33%). Finally, although the
majority of our analysis focused on an assessment of the LBA
primary and DBA predictions, we performed an assessment of
the LBA overprint predictions at the 50 sites where both the
LBA and DBA produced predictions. There, for the 12 sites
where the LBA primary mechanism was classified as plausible
or unlikely (i.e. we had reduced confidence in its predictive
accuracy), the LBA overprint mechanism was classified as
likely 67% of the time, which may suggest its utility as a
secondary prediction in areas where the primary mechanism
is unlikely to occur.

Discussion

The widespread use of airborne and ground-based high-
resolution sampling techniques such as automated
photogrammetry, structure-from-motion, LiDAR, real-time
kinematic (RTK)-GPS, or total station and stadia rod (see, for
example, www.opentopography.org and www.ned.usgs.gov;
also see Wheaton et al., 2010b; Smith et al., 2015) means that
geomorphologists are readily able to collect repeat topographic
data at a pace that far outstrips their ability to quantitatively
analyze landscape change (Church, 2010). The automated
methods presented here provide a way forward in the rapid
mechanistic segregation of geomorphic change in DEMs and
DoDs. Overall, both the LBA and DBA methods performed
well when compared to field observations of geomorphic
transport processes at seven sites along the Colorado River in
Grand Canyon (Figures 1 and 5), with the LBA performing
slightly better (88% of predictions were confirmed during field
visits) than the DBA (72% of predictions confirmed).
Predictive errors in classification of geomorphic transport

mechanisms could be the result of three scenarios: (1) cases
in which a predicted mechanism was classified as unlikely in
the field, but where another mechanism that was also predicted
was likely to be occurring (e.g. LBA primary mechanism was
unlikely, but DBA mechanism was likely or plausible), (2)
instances where a mechanism of change was predicted but
the site was found to be stable, with no evidence of recent
geomorphic change, or (3) instances where a mechanism other
than those predicted by the LBA or DBA was found to be
occurring. In the case of the LBA, the most frequent cause of
classification error was scenario (2) (predicted change but site

observed to be stable). This is unsurprising, as the LBA relies
on landscape morphometry to derive likely mechanisms of
geomorphic change, and does not take into account whether
areas exhibited appreciable geomorphic change over time
(Figure 2). In the case of the DBA, the most frequent cause of
mis-classification error was scenario (3) (a mechanism other
than that predicted was observed; 14 instances total), and this
was most often due to alluvial change being observed as
aeolian in the field (four instances).

The data requirements of our workflow, as they relate to its
broader applicability within the geomorphic community, are
worth consideration. The LBA requires repeat topographic
surveys (Figure 2); here we employed 1m DSM datasets at
temporal intervals of seven and four years, but no user
constraints are placed on the collection interval of topographic
data. In addition, the LBA requires vector datasets of vegetation
and bare sediment extent, the former to exclude vegetated
areas from mechanistic segregation and the latter to delineate
areas with the potential to undergo aeolian transport. While
we used vegetation and bare sand coverages derived from
semi-automated remote sensing image analysis and
classification methods (Maurer and Gerke, 2011; Sankey
et al., 2015), mapping from field visits and/or aerial photograph
or LiDAR point cloud analysis and subsequent polygon
digitization may prove equally acceptable. Finally, the LBA
requires an estimate of the extent of fluvial processes via
inundation polygons (typically derived from a one-dimensional
flow model or field mapping of high water indicators; Costa
and O’Connor, 1995; Horritt and Bates, 2002) that reflect the
geomorphically-effective flow in the study area. The choice of
flow will vary by site. Here we used the inundation extent of
regularly-occurring high flow dam releases (Schmidt et al.,
2001; Grams et al., 2015) of 1270m3/s, the contemporary
maximum flood stage in Grand Canyon. In many river valleys,
we surmise that the area susceptible to fluvial processes may
correspond to the inundation extent of regularly-occurring
floods (e.g. Q1.5, Q2, or the bankfull flow; Leopold et al.,
1965). However, in landscapes influenced by recent
episodic floods that may be responsible for a great deal of
geomorphic work across large extents of the river valley
(e.g. Gartner et al., 2015; Dethier et al., 2016), inundation
polygons corresponding to more extreme flows may be
justified. We acknowledge that the workflow’s development
and implementation was made possible in large part due to
the wealth of auxiliary hydrologic and land cover data already
available in Grand Canyon (e.g. stage and vegetation/sand
mapping) from previous research there. At the same time, we
believe that the added time and effort required for production
of these datasets in other river corridors will likely prove
worthwhile for the implementation of our workflow there,
particularly when mechanistic segregation over large spatial
areas and/or in a post hoc manner for large volumes of historic
topographic data are desired.

The DBA presented here requires a raster DoD of
geomorphic change; we used a DoD depicting changes at a
95% confidence interval (see earlier), though in practice the
choice of DEM survey interval and DoD thresholding is left to
the user. While conservative, we found that the 95%
confidence interval most accurately reflected areas of change
observed in the field while excluding spurious changes arising
from survey noise (Kasprak et al., 2015). In addition, the DBA
requires the aforementioned inundation polygons that
correspond to the zone of fluvial processes at the study site.
Finally, though we have attempted to achieve scale-
independence in the workflow (e.g. using cell widths in lieu
of distance units for buffers whenever possible; Figure 4), the
choice of buffer width for drainage delineation in the alluvial
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component of the LBA requires users to estimate the influence
width of drainage pathways based on their upstream
accumulation area. In this case, we used empirical data and
field observations from Grand Canyon to derive these
relationships (Sankey and Draut, 2014), and suggest that a
similar approach is justified when extending the workflow to
additional sites.
We suspect that the two approaches here may be best suited

for topographic data of varying resolutions (Figure 6, Table IV).
In the case of the LBA, patterns in landscape morphometry at
the scale of 100 to 102m2 may provide insight into the
geomorphic transport processes likely to be occurring there.
DSMs and DEMs that provide information at these scales (e.g.
pixel resolutions of 1 to 10m) may be ideal for the rapid
delineation of landscape areas susceptible to varying
mechanisms of geomorphic change (e.g. alluvial, colluvial,
fluvial, aeolian). The high degree of accuracy with which the
LBA was able to predict the dominant mechanism(s) of
geomorphic change when compared to field observations
(88%) using 1m DSM data indicates that the method is well
suited to these relatively coarse resolution data collected
over broad landscape areas. However, our observation that
the DBA exhibited less overall accuracy of predictions
(72%) than the LBA may suggest that the requisite
computation of morphodynamic signatures (e.g. concavity,
elongation, orientation to river flow) in DoDs may benefit
from higher-resolution data with smaller pixel sizes. In
particular, the accurate delineation of changes due to
alluvial processes in the DBA requires continuously
capturing geomorphic change along drainage pathways;
with coarser data or more conservative DoD thresholding,
areas of change as seen in a raster DoD may become
discontinuous and patchy. Similarly, a DBA classification
of aeolian change implies discrete areas with no preferential

orientation; with coarser DoD resolution, these areas may
become merged along the dominant wind direction. Both
of these instances are illustrated in Figure 6, which was
produced by implementing both the LBA and DBA on DEMs
collected using a terrestrial laser scanner at Site 5 and
incrementally downsampling the datasets from the original
resolution of 0.05m to 0.25m, 0.5m, and 1m resolution.
In both Figure 6 and Table IV, incremental loss of resolution
appears to significantly alter the results of DBA
classification, particularly with regard to alluvial and aeolian
predictions, which progressively decrease in overall
contribution to predicted geomorphic change as DEM
resolution coarsens.

Figure 6. Effect of decreasing digital elevation model (DEM) resolution on geomorphic transport mechanism predictions of landscape-based
approach (LBA) (top row) and DoD-based approach (DBA) (bottom row). The 0.05m resolution DEM collected via terrestrial laser scanning (i.e.
ground-based LiDAR) at Site 5 in Grand Canyon was downsampled to 0.25m, 0.5m, and 1.0m resolutions and analyzed using LBA and DBA.
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table IV. Relative contribution (as percent of overall area of predicted
change) using landscape-based approach (LBA) and DoD-based
approach (DBA) to analyze digital elevation models (DEMs) of
decreasing resolution at Site 5 in Grand Canyon

Mechanism
0.05m
Resolution

0.25m
Resolution

0.5m
Resolution

1.0m
Resolution

Landscape-based approach (LBA)
Aeolian 44.30% 43.51% 37.21% 39.35%
Alluvial 0.16% 1.66% 14.56% 1.49%
Fluvial 9.97% 10.02% 8.81% 1.96%
Colluvial 13.10% 13.19% 13.24% 13.12%
Not determined 18.70% 17.85% 12.50% 30.29%
Vegetation 13.77% 13.77% 13.69% 13.78%
DoD-based approach (DBA)
Aeolian 41.17% 35.79% 43.91% 11.09%
Alluvial 33.04% 11.70% 5.37% 8.70%
Fluvial 11.13% 13.68% 8.05% 8.70%
Colluvial 1.45% 4.40% 15.10% 26.09%
Not determined 13.21% 34.44% 27.56% 45.43%
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Finally, our workflow and automated mechanistic
segregation was developed for canyon-bound river valleys with
the intent to make the process adaptable across a diversity of
landscapes. We suspect that there are several instances where
the methodology presented here may need to be augmented
in order to produce accurate classification of geomorphic
transport processes. For example, in silt or clay dominated river
systems, increases in the angle of sediment repose due to
cohesion may lead to predictive errors (i.e. overestimation of
the influence of colluvial processes) in the LBA. As another
example, in river valleys with large biological influences on
sediment transport (for example, beaver dam construction or
tree throw; Gabet et al., 2003; Bouwes et al., 2016), the
mechanisms of geomorphic change would not be accurately
predicted in our workflow without the addition of a biological
component. In general, however, we believe that for the
majority of river valleys – and particularly canyon-bound rivers
– where repeat topographic data are available and where
physical processes (and not biologic) dominate sediment
transport, our methodology is likely to perform well. Finally,
the workflow presented here may prove useful in the
development of site-scale mechanistic sediment budgets,
specifically through tracking the location of erosion/deposition
locations and their driving mechanism(s) through time,
resulting in a quantitative analysis of sediment routing through
a given site; although these components are not currently part
of the workflow, they represent a potential avenue for further
study and software modification.

Conclusions

The methodology for the automated mechanistic segregation of
geomorphic transport processes in repeat topographic data
presented here provides a more objective and automated
process for earth scientists to interpret landscape change from
high-resolution survey data at or near the pace with which it
is currently being collected. Further testing should focus on
applications in other river valleys throughout the world, and
subsequent refinement of this workflow should consider its
performance using topographic data collected at varying
resolutions (e.g. pixel resolutions of 10�2 to 102m2) and over
varying temporal survey intervals (e.g. months to decades).
Finally, we believe that insight into the relative utility of the
LBA and DBA may be gained by employing the two
approaches across a variety of river systems (Brierley and Fryirs,
2005), particularly in instances where the relative contribution
of fluvial, aeolian, colluvial, and alluvial transport processes
are highly variable.
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